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Memoirs of a Gay-sha
Dear Diary,
Pumpkins and candies everywhere are signs of one thing: Halloween is here. For DIVA players,
October and November have a different meaning. It is witch-hunting season, and it is
announced through the yearly cursing spell on the DIVA website, which reads: you can sign up
for evaluations.
When I say those words aloud, my feet go cold and I start shaking in panic. Flashbacks from
past years bombard my mind. Couples separated, couples reunited, friends ashamed, friends
disappointed, bodies possessed by demons who speak ill of the evaluations (evaluators). And of
course, a couple of smiles from those who saved the day and got moved up, realizing that they
no longer belong to the witch coven.
Friday night. I walk onto the court ready to play. Suddenly, I feel a cold wind passing by my
neck, and I sense that I am being observed. By the bleachers, there are some entities with
clipboards and pens; here at DIVA they call them the evaluators but we all know their real
names: the executioners.
I breathe and try not to lose composure, but deep inside I want to yell: not today, not today!
The game starts and there is tension on the court. I play really badly. I make more mistakes than
ever! Of course, that is not the case for the players on the team I am playing against. They play
with ease and skillfully. They lied to me. I thought them witches like me, but they are demigods
that will soon be taken to Mount Olympus: "soon you will transcend to the next level!" The rest
of us remain witches, waiting for the mortal sentence of the executioners via email, in which we
will be told of our limitations and the reasons we cannot be demigods yet. The curse is in place.
I feel happy for friends who stop being witches. Yet some friends who leave for Olympus suffer a
transformation. They are no longer the same people. They stop talking to me. Among the
witches, we talk about possible reasons: some blame themselves, some blame the system,
some read the sentences of the executioners over and over and over as if enchanted, others
start making changes to ready themselves for the next witch hunt. And of course, there are
those we do not speak of: the ones who quit DIVA and the ones demoted who chose never to
come back.

As you recover from the wounds of humiliation, the Furies make their appearance on the scene,
and they show you some witches who moved up, witches who are not as skilled as you. And
then the Furies possess you and you become a furious witch. Fire consumes you from the
inside and every word out of your mind feels like an order from Khaleesi who says Dracarys to
you. You hear voices in your head yelling, "Run witch, run!" and you make your way to the
Divine Council, also called the Board. You complain about how unfair it was for some witches to
become demigods when you were clearly more qualified. You do not get the answer you are
looking for, just like the times you made requests to your neighborhood HOA only to walk away
frustrated.
The witch-hunting season is over and life on the volleyball court goes back to normal. You let
things go and eventually make peace with yourself, because deep inside you knew you were not
ready to move up, just like that time you convinced yourself you were ready to go horseback
riding at the ranch with your best friend, but the funny way you walked told the world that you
were indeed not ready to ride.
You start forgetting the bad times you went through during witch-hunting season, and then your
friend comes up with an idea for you to get moved up. It sounds crazy, though you start
considering it in spite of your doubts. But you are not that kind of person. If this was the Buga*
world, you would not dare contemplate that suggestion, but this is not the Buga world—these
are adventures and memoirs of another kind.

*Buga is a word used in Spanish to refer to a heterosexual man
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Tricks (or Treats) of the Trade
Abel Cruz Thomas was elected to the newly created position of Director of Social Activities this summer: just in
time for him to plan multiple events for DIVA members! Most of you will remember the Summer Sand
Freestyle Tourney planned and hosted by the Social Committee (a huge success) and the recent Halloween preparty.
Planned as a pre-game to the annual block party, the pre-party found an ideal location in the Ilume. With easy
access to the block party itself and centrally located for a majority of DIVA members, it proved to be an
excellent choice. Door prizes were raffled off throughout the night, and prizes for best costume were awarded
to the top three contenders.
Looking through the pictures of the evening, I could feel the fun that everyone was having (and almost feel the
all-but-guaranteed hangover from the following morning). Curious about the evening as a whole, I asked Abel
what his favorite part was. He said:
"I would say my favorite memory from the night was getting to interact and speak with each DIVA member.
Some I am friends with, some I've seen before, and some I've never had the opportunity to get to know. My
favorite costume was definitely the Sanderson Sisters from Hocus Pocus!"

1st place went to Bill Simpson,
Cory Kent, and Alex Butler as the
Sanderson Sisters.

2nd place went to Casey Cain as
the Joker

3rd place went to Mikayla Roach
as an Asparagus

Looking through the pictures of the evening, I could feel the fun that everyone was having (and almost feel the
all-but-guaranteed hangover from the following morning). Curious about the evening as a whole, I asked Abel
what his favorite part was. He said:
"I would say my favorite memory from the night was getting to interact and speak with each DIVA member.
Some I am friends with, some I've seen before, and some I've never had the opportunity to get to know. My
favorite costume was definitely the Sanderson Sisters from Hocus Pocus!"
When asked his opinion on how the event went, Abel had this to say:
"It went spooktacular! Everyone seemed to enjoyed themselves, and I received some very nice thank-you
messages directed to the Social Committee for the planning and hosting of this event. From the committee,
Johnnie Brown and Brett Benton-Werner deserve a special shoutout for all of their help! My goal was definitely
geared towards relationship-building: to create a fun, special occasion for DIVA members to build social bonds
that transcend the court, and encourage an inclusive community. We spent a lot of time planning and organizing
to make sure everything went well and that we were able to foster this atmosphere, and we believe we were
able to accomplish our goal. With how this event went, the Social Committee is super excited to get started
planning our next event! If anyone would like to be a part of the process, or has any ideas for future events,
please send me an email at social@divadallas.org."
Being an event planner myself, I recognize the extreme amount of work that goes into planning a large-scale
event. It's been a privilege seeing Abel step into a leadership role and take on the responsibilities afforded him
by his new title. His heart for human connection is evident, and his passion for others sets a high standard for
the board to continue to meet. Personally, I’m proud to work alongside him, and I’m thrilled to see what he
plans next.
Josh Miller
Director of Outreach and Fundraising

An Open Letter
To those who are afraid:
Growth cannot come without change. Change cannot come while we remain ignorant of opposing
ideology. When we lose the ability to discuss our beliefs, why we believe what we believe and what
helped shape that worldview, we lose the ability to challenge them. We isolate ourselves in a chamber
of our own creation, and rage when another knocks at the door.
Open the door. Remove the hinges. Make it so that it cannot be closed again.
Look outside, and wonder at things you can't yet comprehend. Identify the things that you can. Find
commonality with the one at the door without shying away from what makes you different.
It is not dangerous to engage with others that are different from you: those that speak differently, look
differently, love or believe differently. With an exposure to diversity comes a diversity of thought. What
we need, what we've always needed, is to remove ourselves from the safety of our echo chamber and
allow our worldview to be challenged. We must allow ourselves to experience what is not our own.
Step closer to your doorway, look outside, and see what's beyond.
Hear the music on the wind.
Breathe in what you fear.
Listen to the wild heartbeats of both love and hate.
It's okay to doubt what you see, and it's okay to doubt what you hear. It's encouraged.
It's okay to decide that what you believe to be true is actually true. Maybe you've known all along.
It's okay to admit that you've been wrong, and that you may still be wrong. Sometimes we are.
And it's okay to take your time.
You mustn't lock yourself away though, because others need you.
They need your ideas and your beliefs. They need your arguments and concessions. They need your
truth. They need your confessions. They need you to challenge them as you are challenged by them.
DIVA allows others to knock on the door. You choose how you answer it.
So be kind.
Speak gently, and be kind.
You may be both the one in the chamber and the one knocking on the door.

So You Want to Celebrate
Thanksgiving?
Don't!

Go home!

However, if you must celebrate
because generations of your
family have repurposed this
period of America's imperialist
history into a lovely tradition,
please refer to steps 2–8.

Remember that you cannot cook
like your mom or grandma. You
have to eat somehow, and you just
spent the last $35 in your bank
account on lube and gas to
actually get home, so you may as
well go and use both (preferably
not in conjunction with each other,
but no judgment).

Reacclimate to other version of "temporary" that you think will make
that profile with a torso pic want you more. Change
hometown living! your name to BAutumn because you are both festive
Post on Grindr that you are "just visiting," or any

Be late to
Thanksgiving
dinner!
Your Grindr "date" didn't get back to you
quickly, despite you being parked in their
hotel parking lot waiting. Now you're wetter
than creamed corn and forced to roll up
without a buttered biscuit.

and direct. Nothing says Thanksgiving like roleplaying as a turkey getting stuffed.

(Alternative)
Bring your DIVA
boyfriend to meet
the family!
It is never too soon. Despite being together
for an entire season and practically engaged,
only introduce him as your "friend." Sure, your
nosy aunt will pry, but she has been married 4
times in 3 years, and nothing says "family
holiday" like a good clapback.

DO NOT TALK POLITICS!
But when you do inevitably announce whom you voted for, make sure to do it
while no one is able to argue. We recommend volunteering to pray before the
meal, and then thanking God for the candidate you chose and listing all the
reasons you chose them. Nothing covers your ass more than doing something in
the name of your religious beliefs!

RSVP to the kid's table!
Adults are icky and stuck in their ways, and now you're
essentially a political pariah. Take this time to invest in
the children, as they are the future! Steer clear of their
sticky hands and macaroni-smeared faces, because that
will shut down any appetite you have left.

Have a food baby!
Invite your family to your food baby gender
reveal party. When they arrive to the
designated room, prove how woke you are
by shaming them for assigning a gender to
your precious future bowel movement, and
educate them on the spectrum that is
"gender." Then reveal that you're ready for
dessert and call it a day.

- The Board*
Food coma!
You have eaten your weight in
Thanksgiving food, so you've
earned it. When you play poorly at
DIVA the following week, make
sure to blame it on the weight you
gained during the holiday.

*The board did not approve this advertisement,
and the opinions and suggestions herein do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
executive board. Any and all situations are not
necessarily based on true life events despite
100% likeness. This advertisement has been
paid for by Ted Cruz.**
**It wasn't.

If interested in writing or designing The Volley, contact
Mitchell Kroll at Communication@divadallas.org
The more the merrier!
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